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Description
This collection contains material pertaining to the life, career, and activities of Henri Temianka, violin virtuoso, conductor, music teacher, and author. Materials include correspondence, concert programs and flyers, music scores, photographs, and books.
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Dear Emmy - I've not read these this but in and about enough to appreciate your evaluation and agree with it. Thank you. It was a break from the endless paperwork which fills my days. I'm confined by a cast on a leg. Not at periodic breaks, but all impediment! I cannot drive or
walk any distance. Legis is best sound if I elevated. It's a new experience, strange to my in-dependence.

Hope your having perine and interesting days.

Affectionate greetings to you, Honor and your young ones.

Fondly,

Anna
Tuesday

Dear Emmy –

I’ve not read thru this but in and about enough to appreciate your evaluation and agree with it. Thank you. It was a break from the endless paperwork which fills my days.

I’m confined by a cast on a leg. Not a serious break but an impediment: I cannot drive or
walk any distance. Leg is best served if elevated. It’s a new experience, - strange to my independence.

Hope your having serene and interesting days.

Affectionate greetings to you, Henri and your young ones -- .

Fondly

Anna